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Activities Report  

December 2017, January, February, March 2018 

Dear Friends 

December and January were packed with more activities since children had their half yearly vacation and 

Pongal holidays yet February and March with fewer activities since children have their annual exams.  

These four months provided lots of learning experiences to children and young people in the platform of 

performing and fine arts. Margazhi Utsav, Play production, Madurai Art festival, Art for change workshop 

are the proof of that. Also the visit of Laura Villiger, John Potts, and Keith during these months provided 

much energy and English workshops. Not to miss, National Science Day and Mobile Planetarium activity 

provided much insight and interest towards galaxy, and astronomical elements.  

From these wide ranges of activities such as art from waste, painting, drama, story-telling, science, English, 

chances to meet people from various branches of life surely will inspire children and young people to find 

their interest, their skills, and to develop the same. These opportunities they are not getting in their schools 

and colleges, thus Madurai See’s intervention finds a strong need to do them and provides a strong impact 

in their educational and personal life.  

 

Creative Kids: Newspaper Crafts Making: 02/12/2017:  

Two sessions held at Vandugal Arangam and Vergal Arangam led by 

Volunteer sharmila and Arunkumar. Children engaged in creating 

simple designs, origami, frames using old news papers. They were 

encouraged to do such activities during their leisure time and at 

home. Finally, They decorated their classrooms with their creations. 

It was such a relaxed and happy evening for all. 

 

Film Appreciation Meeting: 02/12/2017 

20 young people took part in the dialogue with Tamil film Director 

Gopi Nainar about his movie Aram. This event was organized by 

Lens Meida Center, Madurai.  
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Screening: 03/12/2017 

Children and young people watched and enjoyed academy award 

won short animation movies and the famous movie Red Balloon. 

The movies are packed with lots of emotions which made the 

evening more thoughtful and joyful. Piper – Wit; Feast – Gratitude; 

Bear Story - Love for family; Mr Hublot – Compassion; Paper man – 

Romance; The Red Balloon - Celebrating childhood. We believe 

screening such movies will develop the children’s sense and 

sensibility towards the society.  

 

One Day Theater Workshop: Learn While You "PLAY": 03/12/2017 

Our Young People Sriman Vasim and Yuvan Surya 

Murugan facilitated the theater workshop for children aged from 10 

to 13 years. The workshop started with breathing exercises followed 

by voice training in low, medium, and high pitches. The day went on 

in a constructive approach mixed with games, discussions, and 

inputs from the trainers. Children learned things like expressing 

emotions, using the space, body movements, and voice intonation 

which are essential for actors. Later the day, they discussed a story, 

the trainers gave just the byline of the story and it evolved with ideas from the children. They started to 

divide scenes, write dialogues, and select the characters. Some scenes were put into action. We 

congratulate our young people Sriman Vasim and Yuvan Surya Muruganfor showing their potential in 

conducting a theater workshop. We appreciate all the children who showed their immense commitment, 

enthusiasm, and creativity.  

 

Participation in Film Festival: 6 to 10 December 2017:  

The 19th Madurai International Documentary and Short Film 

Festival 2017 organized by Maruppakkam fetched films on various 

genres. The films were screened at Madurai Seed Thedalgal 

Arangam at Kaleidoscope Center. Prof. Prabahar 

Vedamanickam gave hint to each film’s director, cinematography, 

music, and screenplay. Interaction with film makers and discussion 

led the viewers to get more ideas about award – winning short films 

and documentaries. 50 children and young people from Madurai 

Seed witnessed the film festival. Most of the movies are based on social themes which helped the 

participants to have a better outlook about the power of visual media in mass awareness.  
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Two day Theatre Workshop: 9th, and 10th December 2017 

30 Madurai Seed children took part in the workshop facilitated by 

Vadivel from Kaleidoscope. The sessions comprised of theatre 

games, and acting exercises to eliminate their stage fear. The 

activities motivated them in learning dramatic body movements, 

making eye contact, speaking with intonation, memorizing a 

dialogue, using the stage space, etc. The workshop was planned as 

an ice breaking session, and preliminary learning phase for the 

upcoming Madurai Seed’s children play production.  

 

Play production:  

A serious of theatre classes were organized for children and young 

people facilitated by Vadivel, a theatre artist cum theatre research 

student. Two children play scripts were found, in which one script 

was fine-tuned very much by our young people and Vadivel. One 

play “Mazhai Kaalaan” (Rainy Day Mushroom) was practiced by a 

group of children, which later enacted during the final day of 

Margazhi Utsav. Another play “Tara and Her Grandma” became a 

complete children play for any stage with a mixed crew of children 

and young people. The play was directed by Vadivel, and the script 

rewrite, lyrics for songs, and improvisation were done by our young 

people with the help of Vadivel and Prof. Prabakar. The play was 

staged three times so far Margazhi Utsav, Children Carnival, and 

Madurai art festival. Each time the play receives immense 

appreciation from the audience. The play is about a young girl Tara 

who lives with her grandma in a village. Considered useless, the 

elders in the village are expelled during a famine. But Tara hides her 

grandma and care for her. When a misfortune comes to the village, 

Tara is able to save the village with the help of her grandma’s wit 

and experience. The story reveals the importance of elders in our 

society. This Japanese folk tale is transformed into a children play 

with songs, and games by Madurai Seed children and young people. 
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Chennai to Singapore Film: 12/12/2017 

Young people watched a special preview show of the film. Rajesh, who acted a leading role in the film was 

an erstwhile Madurai Seed volunteer. So, everyone enjoyed the film very much.  

Aruvi Film: 17/12/2017 

This critically acclaimed film was watched by our young people. The movie is about an young HIV affected 

girl and her travel through the society. Everyone was in tears during the climax when the actor is longing for 

love.   

 

Christmas: 24/12/2017 

All the kids from I std to XII std take part in all programs on this 

Christmas Eve. Vandugal Arangam welcomed everyone with their 

beautiful movements. Young people from IX to XII std gave two fast 

and furious dances to all. A skit by kids giving message through 

Santa was thought provoking. Also a science fiction skit by young 

people of XI std exhibited their talents. Three songs for Christmas 

with music was played and sung by all with loaded happiness. 

Young people shared about the Christmas traditions around the 

world was informative and read out aloud the Holy Bible verses; they explained what the verse is 

about. Everyone greeted each other Merry Christmas and shared their love. Jeeva dressed as Santa made 

everyone laugh and clap. On the whole it was both educative and joyful for every kid and young people. 

 

Visitors: A vibrant interaction: 16.12.2017 

Anais and Aris, students from KFR School - Switzerland visited 

Madurai Seed . Discussion with them about their education, travel, 

and country was a great learning experience for our children and 

young people. They sang songs, played and danced with the 

children. The young people were very curious in knowing about their 

favorites, studies, future and lifestyle. It was great to interact with 

these two young people of 19 years who have been to 15 to 20 

countries so far. 
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Margazhi Utsav, December 2017 

Three Days Cultural Festival 

 

Day 1: Karumbalai Fair: 28/12/2018 

Normally a fair is organized in villages, but for a change we did it in 

Karumbalai to give the kids a new learning. The whole Karumbalai 

was become a busy and colorful area that evening. The fair includes 

an organic food/snack stall, a book stall, storytelling, mono acting 

and Seeds’ orchestra. 

Organic Snack stall: Mr. Kalimuthu, an organic farmer from a 

nearby village came up with snack items made from 

millets/sirudhanyam. Healthy traditional snacks which are the power 

house of calcium, fibres, and irons are presented to the public. 

Children visited the stalls with their parents. The exciting part of the 

fair was children themselves got involved in selling and distributing 

items. It is vital for them to be aware of investing, money 

management, basic strategies in trading and group presenting. Mr. 

Kalimuthu explained that millets are better alternatives for rice and 

wheat as it has various health benefits. Herbal soup was provided to 

all the kids visiting the fair. 

Book stall: The fair included books stall brought by Mr. Sadagopan. 

It was designed for promoting children the habit of reading. Curious 

children rushed up and within half an hour most of the books were 

selected and purchased. They read the topic and colorful 

presentations of the book and selected. Books like short stories, 

fairy tales, science fiction, drawing and coloring and some auto 

biographies of leaders attracted the kids. As they are in holidays, 

they will make use of their leisure hours for reading. 

Storytelling: Fairs are not only meant for sellers and buyers but 

also for creative hungers. The learning space for kids in Karumbalai 

and the chances for them to hear from resource persons are very 

limited. To recreate them during these holidays a new trend of 

storytelling was organized in the fair. Mrs. Akila from Bangalore, 

focused on telling and connecting children with the stories she told. 

She embellished stories further by rhythms and actions. The warm 

up session through games and two stories with sharp messages 
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enthralled the audience. Her storytelling entertained and instilled 

moral values in the children. She visited the fair with her family. 

SEEDS’ Orchestra: Songs practiced by kids and young people for 

more than 3 weeks along with the notes of Electric Keyboard player 

Mr. Balamurugan. The concert of SEEDS in the fair grabbed the 

attention of public. Balamurugan tuned the ears with his musical 

Keyboard. Christmas songs, SEED songs, and some motivational 

songs were sung by children and young people in the concert. It 

was a spectacular evening as kids enjoyed singing and playing 

music. Chances to become a singer begin from this participation 

they give in the Margazhi Utsav of Madurai Seed. 

Mono acting: A Volunteer teacher at Madurai Seed "Surya" 

performed the iconic story of Asokamitran "Pulikalignan". He 

synchronized all the viewers through his Mono act. He performed 

the feelings of an artist who loses hope on getting a chance in 

cinema/theater. Sriman Vasim who teaches XII here, saddled upon 

the beast of creation, brought us different characters in his one act 

play. His own creation was about poor community people who 

come forward though there were hurdles. Mono act of our young 

people received applause from the crowd where their parents also 

appreciated. Our Trustee Ms. Mariammal, Story teller Akila and her 

family, Linguist Rajendran, Teacher Nagasiva took part as guests 

and appreciated such initiative in the street for children, parents, and public.  

 

Second Day: A Day for Fine arts: 29/12/2018 

The second day of the Margazhi Utsav was well planned to exhibit 

the efforts of young artists, designers, crafts makers and 

photographers of Madurai Seed. Prof. Prabahar Vedamanickam and 

Enya, Linguist Rajendran, Architect Shamini and friends, Social 

workers Sankar Aakam, Yogesh Karthik and Sathish took part as 

guests 

 

An art exhibition being presented for the public for the first time 

showed them the artistic sensibility of our Kids and young people. 

Blended with creativity, imagination and own style, children made 

beautiful arts and handicrafts of more than hundred. They took more 

than a week to bring them visually for the audience. Working on fine 
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arts gave them a highly refined view on their own skills.  

 

Drawings using pencil and oil pastels, paintings on canvas, chart, 

glasses and sticks, minimalist art painting, crafts using waste 

materials like cloth, bangles, bottles, and CDs, handicrafts like 

paper lanterns, wall hangings, collages, warli art, jewels from 

quillings and embroidery were kept in an array for the view of all.  

 

A photo carnival showing a gallery of candid photography, 

landscape photography, day-night photography, architectural 

photography and some still life photography which delivered the 

extra-ordinary skill of our young people Vîçky, Anand Kumar and 

Arun Chandren. Astonished audience asked for the price of the 

photographs. Guests appreciated the hands which made these fine 

arts and photographs. After the visual treat, kids got the face 

painting and mehandi drawing done by Vicky and Sundari. Kolam 

competition was conducted for public. Many parents took part in the competition with interest. Karumbalai 

people enjoyed the art expo, spent lot of time around expo, asking questions and appreciated the children.  

Third Day: A day for performing arts: 30/12/2018 

It was a splendid evening filled with various cultural events like 

drama, dance, singing by Madurai Seed children and young people. 

The preparation for the event was started many weeks before. 

Theater workshops were conducted continuously by Vadi Vel, and 

our young people Sriman Vasim and Surya. Music classes were 

conducted by Balamurugan from BSW department of Mannar 

College. 

The Palm trees separated the road from the stage. The uneven, 

rustic, trashy area was turned into a beautiful place for the 

celebration. The event started around 4.30 in the evening. And we 

already had many quests and audience for the show. Children sang 

many songs like children songs, folk songs, Carnatic song 

accompanied by classical Thavil and modern electric keyboard. 

GIrls from 9th and 10th std danced for two songs."Dora and her 

grandma" a Japanese folk tale was enacted by our children and 

young people. It was a beautiful drama ended with a good message. 

It was directed by Vadi Vel. Another drama was "Mazhai Kaalaan" - a children story directed by Vadi Vel. 

Both dramas have many children theater elements like songs, sounds, humor, and playfulness. 
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Prof. Prabahar Vedamanickam, Rajendran M Jaya, Mansur Ali, 

teacher Mariammal, former student Sahitha took part as guests. 

The last event of our Margazhi Urchavam ended very happily 

and proudly as many children and young people took part in the 

cultural programs and showed their skills before others. 
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New Year Eve Fun Games: 31/12/2018 

Our children and young people welcomed the New Year with so 

much joy and laughter. Fun games were conducted for all classes 

and young people. In this way New Year was invited with lots of 

positivity and happiness. Everyone shared their new year 

resolutions.  

 

 

 

Three King’s Day at Madurai Seed: 06/01/2018: 

Keith Rossborough, our children and young people celebrated 

“Three Kings Day” a Swiss culture specific day in Madurai Seed. 

This was very fun and interesting for kids to play with Keith. We 

could see the happiest Kings in every child when they found their 

King/Queen toy in the hot bun. Not only for the King but for all, the 

day was very special to remember every year.  

 

 

Children Carnvial at Sevalayam: 07/01/2018: 

Madurai Seed has conducted a children carnival along with Thumbi 

Children Magazine, Sevalayam Hostel, and other likeminded 

organizations. Nearly 200 children participated in the event. A 

drama against plastics by Thamirabarani Cultural Team was 

emotionally moving and taught a great lesson. One could 

understand how powerful the art is as a mean to mobilize social 

messages. Madurai Seed children presented their drama “Tara and 

Her Grandma”, They have done it very well as a complete theatre 

packed with songs, humor, social message, and satire on 

contemporary society. Everyone applauded at their performance. 

Friends from Cuckoo, taught kid how to make a paper crane which 

symbolizes peace, nature, hope, and happy childhood. Also, Keith 

conducted the “Three Kings Day” game for Sevalayam Hostel 

Children. As a whole, the day was dedicated to restoring a happy 

child in everyone.  
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Workshop for teachers: 09/01/2018 

25 English teachers from various schools in and around Madurai 

took part in the workshop in “Teaching task based skills in the 

classroom” facilitated by Keith Rossborough, professor and ELT 

teacher trainer.  The sessions focused on developing language 

skills like Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing in classrooms. 

Role of teachers in developing these skills were discussed through 

texts, videos, and pair works.  

 

Workshop for teacher trainees: 10/01/2018 

50 students from two prominent teacher training colleges in Madurai 

took part in the workshop on “Teaching task bases skills in the 

classroom”. The workshop was a great learning experience for 

students from teacher training colleges as this was taught by a 

foreigner. Everyone found the workshop very useful and determined 

to use various teaching methods to inculcate various language 

skills.  

An Evening with Music and Poetry: 10/01/2018 

Madurai Seed young people took part in the event facilitated by 

Kaleidoscope center. Instrumental, English and Tamil lyrical music 

were performed. Libi Aranya, a modernTamil poet read his poems 

and his favorite Tamil poems aloud. Reading aloud and listening to 

poetry was a different experience compared to silent individual 

reading. His political poems left great impression on everyone. 

 

Workshop for college students: 11/01/2018 

Prof. Dr. Prabahar Vedamanickam facilitated this workshop for 

college students. 55 young people participated in the workshop. 

Students were introduced to introductory level tools to understand 

and explore art forms like photography, film, and music. Theater 

games were conducted by Thirunavukkarasu Arasu, which made 

the workshop very enthusiastic and participatory. Importance of 

making "art a part of our lifestyle" and having an alternative view on 

art were emphasized by Prof.Prabahar. The young people enjoyed 

the different kind of learning experience, and we hope they gained lots of perspectives to understand, 

appreciate, and act with arts. Madurai Seed with Kaleidoscope center facilitated this workshop.  
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Pongal Celebration: 14/01/2018 

Pongal, the Tamil’s culture specific festival was celebrated in the 

street. Children and young people participated with traditional 

attires. They enjoyed cooking together. The season’s fresh 

vegetables were used for cooking. The participants of Kolam 

competition were provided with gifts. We are lunch together as a 

family.  

 

 

Kovalam: "Beautiful, mysterious, wild and free" 15/01/2018 

35 young people spent a day 

in the Arabian Sea shore in 

Kovalam, Kerala. The high 

waves set them free to 

enjoy, play, and have fun. 

For most of them, it was the 

first time visiting Kerala. The 

curve shaped & palm backed 

beaches and silky sand exposed the hidden kid in everyone. New experience in seeing the foreign tourists 

spending on hot sun reading books, and lying on sand. A serene beauty of back waters in Poovar, 

Trivandrum filled our mind. Especially the girls found it as a paradise & cherished every minute. They 

visited the rock cut temple, elephant rock, estuary point, light house, mangrove forest, Mary church, Poovar 

island.  

Train Journey: 23/01/2018 

20 children were selected and sent to the train journey from Madurai 

to Sengottai conducted by Thumbi children magazine. The train 

journey consisted of storytelling, songs, and games for children. 

This was the first train journey experience to all the 20 children.  
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Participation in Madurai Art Festival: 27,28/01/2018 

Madurai Art Festival was conducted by Kaleidoscope Center and 

Austrian Cultural Forum for days for public in Madurai. The festival 

comprised of folk and modern art forms in dance, music, and drama. 

Madurai Seed children and young people took part in the festival 

and witnessed all the performances. Our young people has done 

enormous volunteering work before and during the festival. Madurai 

Seed’s children play “Tara and Her Grandma” was staged on the 

first day. The performance was welcomed with great cheer and 

applause. Many people gave feedback that our play was the 

highlight of the day. Children and young people witnessed 

performances such as Odyssey classical dance, Rock music, 

Silambaatam, Leather puppet show, Mono-acts, and musical 

dramas. The festival helped everyone to develop a taste for 

performing arts apart from cinema and television and introduced a 

wide range of genres in performing arts.  

 

Artists and Activitists Meeting: 27, 28/01/2018: 

Director Elavarasi, and Coordinator Arun represented Madurai Seed in the event “Dialogue Between 

Artisits and Activitists” at CESCI. Artists from around the world talked with activists from various fields 

based in Madurai. Director Elavarasi gave a presentation about Madurai Seed which grabbed the attention 

and appreciation of all. Along with Madurai Seed, organizations like Evidence, Ektaparishad, Green Walk 

and Cuckoo participated in the event.  

 

Institution Day: 01/02/2018 

Children and young people remembered all the supporting hearts, 

former volunteers, and the history of Madurai Seed. Prabendran, a 

budding children theatre activist played “Dijiridoo” a tribal musical 

instrument. Stalin and Arun, self sustaining entrepreneurs gave 

sweets to children. 
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Sirumalai: 04/02/2018 

7 Young people went to Sirumalai hills and witnessed the natural beauty of the place. They also photo-

documented the daily life of the village, flora, birds, and people.  

 

Mobile Planetarium: Exploring the space: 12/02/2018 

 

The domed theatres with dark inside and showering stars above 

took the children to the outer space. Children from Ilango school, 

Sengundhar School, NMR elementary school, Sevalyam hostel and 

from Karumbalai were invited to experience beyond classroom 

learning. They were split into 30 children in each session of 30 

minutes. The event from 10am to 9pm benefited 456 children and 

young people. 

The space and celestial objects in it, was projected at 360 degree 

angle in the domed theatres. With 3D glasses children enjoyed 

learning about the moon, lunar eclipse, the big bang theory, the 

evolution of sun and stars, asteroids, meteors, formation of land and 

rivers, the ice age, extinction of dinosaurs, black holes in the sun, 

aliens, volcanoes and everything about gravity, and revolution of 

planets. Discussions with them before and after the video sessions 

lined up doubts and clarifications for it. 

The enthusiastic children and young people entered the dome, 

watched the video with sound effects, observed the explanation 

about it, realized what the vast space has and in the end they came 

out of the dome as if like the astronauts returning from space.  
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Workshop on Effective speaking skills for job interviews & presentations: 18/02/2018 

This workshop was facilitated by Prof. John Potts, Dr. Laura Villiger 

at Thedalgal Resource center, Kaleidoscope. 25 young people 

benefited from the workshop. The workshop provided practical 

language tools to present oneself in an interview in an organized 

and effective way. John Sir, and Laura amma emphasized on 

communication parts like organizing, staging, & linking by teeming 

the participants in 5 groups. Also they demonstrated how to use 

fixed expressions and key vocabulary to say about one’s 

educational background, professional qualities, and interests in a 

lively way highlighting young people’s volunteering experience 

which is needed to show a difference in interviews. Furthermore, 

they practiced on fixed expressions, vocabulary building, linking 

phrases using flash cards. Laura and John modeled many 

conversations like an interviewer and interviewee, they motivated 

the young people too to come, sit, and talk in front of the group like 

a mock-interview. Young people built confidence, learned how to be more effective for job interviews, also 

new teaching aspects from the facilitators. Also Teacher Chithra, Mr. Muruges and Viji Muruges took part in 

the workshop to help with the group tasks.  

 

Basic Photography Workshop: Learn to click: 23,24/12/2018  

Our volunteers Vicky and Anand participated in the two days 

residential photography workshop conducted at Thiruvannamalai. 

They have learned about a lot about lighting and framing. Post the 

workshop, on 26/02/2018 they explained about what they have 

learnt to all the volunteers.  

 

 

 

Guidance: A Meet with 10th, 11th, 12th students: 25/02/2018 

Strategies, schedule planning, time managements, and writing tips 

rendered for the students facing board exam this year. Mr. Suresh 

Kathan, an experienced teacher commenced his session 

highlighting the duties of students and the role of schools. He 

briefed the do's and don"ts during exams, paper presentations and 

stress relief factors. His encouraging talk motivates students to put 

continuous efforts for exams. Muniyasamy, former volunteer who is 
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now an English teacher gave tips that strengthened students. Motivational videos and speeches stimulated 

to work for better score.Karthikbharathi provided guidance for further studies like subject/group selections 

for 10th and college/course selection for 12th, prioritizing it with their field of interests. In between the 

sessions, Sriman Vasim and our volunteers freshened up the minds with exam fear. The event 

encountered the exam needs and guidance for the students in and around Karumbalai. 

 

National Science Day: Sky Watch: 28/02/2018 

Wow! Stars closer, the moon bigger!” excited Keerthana watched 

the sky through the Telescope. Madurai Seed inputs practical 

knowledge to let them explore directly. After the Mobile planetarium 

experience, we thought to continue it. The new “Galileo Telescope” 

of Madurai Seed set upon the terrace in our educational center let 

them understand what happens in the sky. Observed the Moon’s 

phases, craters on it, and the movement of it. Children loved 

watching the dazzling moon and the twinkling stars. A video about 

solar system and introductions about refractor telescope created curiosity in them before they do sky 

watch. For students from I std to XII std, college goers it provided a real experience to observe, think and 

discuss. Videos on universe, solar system, life of stars were screened.  

 

Women’s Day: Celebrate Her : 08/03/2018 

The need of talking about gender equality and gender sensitivity has 

raised in today’s world. On International Women’s Day, the history 

of this day was remembered. A question-answer session about 

gender inequalities at home was conducted. The stories depicted in 

the Google Doodle on that day were screened. A photo slide-show 

on the topic “Happy Women” was screened. Fun games were 

conducted between girl children and girl volunteers. 

 

English Classes : Chunk it: 19th to 23rd March 2018 

Mrs. Chithra has done a five days session for 20 children from 6th 

standard on Chunk Reading, an important reading strategy. 

Reading word by word is an old school method, which has many 

limitations like no emphasis on understanding, intonation, and 

syntax. But, Reading in Chunks helps both beginner and advanced 

level children. Children enjoyed the classes a lot incorporated with 

Audio/Visual elements, flash cards, dialogues, etc. Prof. Manohar 
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and Prof. John Potts are also a part of this study program. Mrs. Chithra and Prof. Manohar have sponsored 

of the 20 desks, snacks and tea to nearly 150 people for 5 days.  

Residential workshop for engineering college students:  

Kaleidoscope & Madurai Seed have organized a two day residential 

workshop "Art for Change" for students from Kumaraguru College of 

Technology, Coimbatore. 9 Engineering students and 1 staff took part 

in the workshop. This workshop aimed to introduce the nuances of 

the art forms and analyse how it can be used as a tool for changing 

one's self and society. Professor Prabahar Vedamanickam facilitated 

the sessions on Photography, Cinema, Painting, and Music. 

Professor Dharmaraj Thamburaj facilitated a session on stories. 

Madurai Seed volunteer Sriman Vasim conducted "theatre games" 

for the participants. The students enjoyed the home-like 

accommodation, creative environment, non-formal classes, unique 

learning experiences, etc. From their feedback, we could understand. 

a generation is raised as consumers rather than creators and there is 

a need to guide students in appreciating and exploring art forms. 

 

Thenmala Eco-Tour: "Cuddle up with nature": 29,30/ 04/2018 

A travel into the lush green forest of Western Ghats, a walk through 

the hills of Thenmala, a stay with the winding nature for two days 

elevated the souls refreshing and amusing. 14 young people of 

Madurai Seed get dipped in nature enjoying trekking, mountain 

climbing, nature trails, elevated walkway, pedal boating, commando 

net walking, snorkeling, valley crossing, water roller, net walk, 

balancing planks, wall climbing, rope car, aerial skating in the 

adventure zone of Thenmala Ecotourism. In the leisure zone where 

we walked by parambar river side, visited the sculpture garden, 

ended the zone with thrilling walking experience over the 

suspension bridge. The night stay at Thenmala was a visual entreat 

through Musical Dancing Fountain. The deer rehabilitation center 

with spotted deer and sambar deer spoke to us with its beautiful big 

eyes. We had a short trek over there. The children park amused us 

by bringing the kid in everyone. We viewed the serene beauty of 

Kerala from the Thenmala Dam which was a unique experience. This educational trip to the Thenmala 

ecotourism let the young people team to play some moderate adventure sports and to learn biodiversity.  
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News about Madurai Art Festival 

included a brief about our children’s 

drama “Tara and her grandma” in the 

New Indian Express.    

Last Photo: Tara and her grandma from 

the play   
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News about mobile planetarium 

event published in The Hindu 

News about Madurai Art Festival 

included a brief about our children’s 

drama “Tara and her grandma” in the 

New Indian Express.                            

First Photo: Picture from our play  
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Conclusion: 

We have successfully completed the financial year 2017-2018. Lots of thanks to our donors, advisors, and 

friends. We have organized many big events for children, youth, and public this year starting from the 

summer camp in May 2017. We are sure these events leave a strong educational, personal, social impact 

in the minds of children and young people. Young people had got lots of exposures while preparing, 

organizing, and executing these activities. Though we are mainly working for children and young people in 

Karumbalai and nearby slums this year we have spread out our activities in terms of beneficiaries, we have 

included children from many corporation schools, government schools, college students and village 

children around Madurai, parents and public. We are very much looking forward to the next year filled with 

more achievements, and progress. THANKS TO ALL. 

          Report By 

A.S.Karthikbharathi 

14/04/2018 


